Achievements

Music is to soul, what food is to body'. The people who own this magic in their hands are few
and TITE is the proud owner of one such magician- the music maestro, esteemed Akhaya
Kumar Nayak, fondly addressed as "Nayak Babu" by all. The melody in his fingers creates an
ecstatic ambience and keeps the audience surprise- stricken with their hearts longing for more
and more. This man from Cuttack is an amazing package for all. An icon performing his duty
regularly and flawlessly by traveling from Cuttack to Barunei at the age of 63.
Born in the year of independence, i.e. 1947, Nayak Babu was initially instigated to learn violin
by his father who had discovered that his child was a man of Music". His father, Late Kasinath
Nayak, was himself vocal artists at All India Radio, Cuttack.Hence Nayak Babu become the true
heir of this legally. He has completed his Masters in Music under Late Pandit Hamid Ahad. An
ardent learner of music, he soon excelled in performing the art. He has been a master
performer of violin in many as 200 programmes both inside and outside Odisha. The string of
his violin simply adds charmer’s melody to the Chhanda of Odisha Classical. He sprinkles that
classy tough to every tune that he plays. Possessor of many prestigious awards, one from the
macromedia & Bhakti Binoda Smruti Sasad, Dhenkalan, he has been trying to pass on the
legacy to more than 200 Students.

Mr. Jashobanta Paramaguru, Sports Officer has been selected as International referee
organized by international handball federation and handball federation of India. He is the only
one person who is selected in this competition from odisha. He has also been a coach to odisha
state handball team and had been to Indore as a part of the senior national handball
Championship.
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The 4th senior National power-20 cricket championship-2011 was organized by Orissa
power-20 Cricket Association and it was ended in a key-note. TITE has done a commendable
job in engaging the students in displaying the superb cricketing spirit for achieving the champion
trophy conducted at Kalinga Stadium, Bhubaneswar. The Champions trophy achieved by the
Orissa player was against the Gujarat cricket team. The students have excelled in their
potentiality to urge one of the best cricket team in the state. The glory and the achievement was
simply due to the utmost sports men spirit made by the TITE cricket icons Bikash Kumar
panda, Md. Wasim Akram, Sourav Sovit, Bikash Samal & Sibashis Behera .
“THREE CHEERS TO ALL OF YOU FOR MAKING THE COLLEGE FEEL PROUD”

Cricket idols

Saurav Sovit

Bikash panda

, honoured as the "TITE - IDOL", displayed the art of modern singer in the mega

and

Wasim Akram

brough
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